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Abstract 

On specific congested sites of cities, drivers, attempting to minimize their own travel time, use secondary roads instead of the main 

roads. This rat-running behaviour may affect network performance, but little research has been conducted in this topic. The present 

study explores rat-running network impacts and suggests evaluation of network performance in a global perspective with respect 

to travel time, pollutant and noise emissions, and also road safety. For this purpose, vehicle dynamics data need to be collected, 

which is relatively easy to obtain through GPS-based traffic data. A case study involving a secondary residential road with 

intersections, high slope and narrow sections was selected for testing the proposed approach. Different scenarios of mitigating 

measures that could be implemented within the study area to reduce the number of rat-running drivers (rat-runners) are explored 

using the traffic simulation modelling software VISSIM. Results show implementing a single network intervention/redesign 

measure at local level may minimize externalities, but may not be sufficient. This study will allow traffic planners and designers 

to rethink certain measures to reduce the number of rat-runners moving through specific areas. 
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1. Introduction and Research Objectives 

Intensive use of private individual transport in urban areas has led to an increase in congestion, delays, accidents 

and pollution, which may lead to rat-running, where drivers perceiving a congested situation in a main road use a 

secondary one. Rat-runners often cross residential areas with inadequate driving behaviours, and it can also affect 

network performance. In some cases, rat-running routes can be shorter and faster than the main one, but travel time 

seems to be the utmost criterion that affects driver choice, even if drivers have to travel a greater distance if this reduces 

travel time (Duffell & Carden, 1983; Duffell & Kalombaris, 1988). This behaviour poses as well significant negative 

effects in roads with access function, namely regarding environmental capacity based on considering a threshold for 

traffic volumes (upper limit of traffic volume without exceeding standard conditions of noise, air pollution and 

vulnerable road users safety) (Tarrant, 2016). Moreover, navigation systems can provide route options that make users 

to act like rat-runners, experiencing equally dangerous situations - near accidents (Kojima, Elfferding, & Kubota, 

2015). Such navigation systems play a key role in what concerns autonomous vehicles, which are expected to share 

the roads with conventional vehicles in the near future. Therefore, since few studies are known on rat-running issues, 

it is important to explore rat-running impacts in a road network and find ways of avoiding them. 

The main objective of this research is to provide a detailed analysis of the rat-running practice in network 

performance, harnessing the potential of GPS-based traffic data and microsimulation. A global approach to evaluate 

network performance is suggested focusing on dynamic assignment not only in terms of efficiency (travel time), but 

also considering pollutants (carbon dioxide - CO2 and nitrogen oxides - NOx), noise and safety (crashes) components.  

This is relevant for a planning, monitoring, evaluation, strategy and reorganization process, which is central to 

optimizing local traffic flows. Moreover, the developed methodology can be adapted to any network (scalability). 
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2. Methodology 

Experimental monitoring was performed to collect data on both traffic volumes and vehicle dynamics (two probe 

vehicles equipped with GPS and OBD – one on the main road and another moving on an alternative), to calibrate and 

validate the traffic model. Pollutant emissions were estimated using the VSP methodology (Vehicle Specific Power) 

(US EPA., 2002). The network performance assessment approach is based on the allocation of external costs related 

to road traffic to each network link (Huib van Essen et al., 2019). Using Matlab and microscopic traffic simulation 

model VISSIM, a tool has been developed based in the approach presented in (Macedo et al., 2019) that dynamically 

returns the optimal distribution of network traffic and seeks to minimize negative externalities associated with road 

traffic. In addition to the analysis of the current scenario, alternative scenarios were defined and simulated in order to 

evaluate the impact of the implementation of possible mitigating measures (speed humps/bumps, yield or stop signs) 

aimed at reducing the traffic volume of traffic on the secondary road.  

3. Results 

For the selected case study in the city of Aveiro, Portugal, the main concern is to evaluate both main and alternative 

routes. Current scenario analysis revealed lower pollutant emissions levels and travel times per vehicle in the main 

road. Considering now different scenarios, any implementation of a mitigating measure revealed to be quite effective 

in reducing the traffic volumes on the secondary road. The optimal dynamic assignment on the network regarding 

travel time and costs related to pollutant emissions, noise and crashes was achieved when both speed bumps and a 

yield sign were considered, resulting in savings in terms of total travel time and also emissions (6% and 7% less for 

CO2 and NOx, respectively), comparing to the dynamic assignment considering solely the travel time minimization. 

4. Conclusions 

The study showed a combination of speed humps and yield sign are the best solutions of network 

intervention/redesign measures at local level that significantly allow a minimization of externalities. Therefore, in 

order to minimize economic costs with interventions, an evaluation using microscopic simulation of rat-running 

phenomena to improve network performance is recommended for testing also possible future scenarios. 
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